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Pirate Costume Set
Dress up? Ay, matey! This swashbuckling set includes 
an embroidered vest, pirate hat, eye patch and soft 
sword� 
Ages 3 to 6

MD-4848 | $64.90

N
EW

!

Construction Worker Costume Set
Work zone ahead! Your little construction worker will 
be ready for the job with this bright orange, machine-
washable, vest�  The vest is high-lighted with reflective 
material and and includes a tool belt, a yellow hard 
hat, “safety” goggles, a hammer, a saw and a name 
tag for personalising� 
Ages 3 to 6

MD-4837 | $64.90

N
EW

!

Knight Costume Set
A fabric tunic, a “chain mail” hood, and durable 
foam sword and shield will transform your young 
adventurer into a valiant knight! With authentic 
medieval details, these role-play accessories encourage 
lots of exciting pretend play� 
Ages 3 to 6

MD-4849 | $64.90

N
EW

!

Astronaut Costume Set
Houston, we have a costume� Kids will be over the 
moon when they get to step into the jumpsuit, slip on 
the stretchy silver gloves, and top it all off with the 
shiny helmet! There’s even a reusable nametag that 
proudly IDs your little space explorer, then wipes clean 
so another astronaut can have a turn� Made of sturdy 
materials and built to last, the entire set is machine 
washable too! 
Ages 3 to 6

MD-8503 | $64.90

N
EW

!

Race Car Driver Costume Set
Kids will be off to the races with this realistic role 
play set! The high-quality costume includes a sturdy 
helmet with adjustable face mask and zip-up jumpsuit 
complete with colourful racing emblems� A soft 
steering wheel features enough printed details like 
knobs and dials to satisfy any racing fan� This is one 
role play set that’s sure to drive straight into the 
winner’s circle! 
Ages 3 to 6

MD-8552 | $64.90

N
EW

!

Princess Costume Set
Your little princess will be the belle of the ball in this 
satiny gown� A silvery crown and wand complete the 
royal ensemble� 
Ages 3 to 6

MD-4785 | $64.90

N
EW

!

Dress Up and Role Play

Prices exclude GST
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Prince

In a kingdom far, far away ��� This super 
Prince costume has elastic waisted pants, 
shirt with ribbon detailing, armor skirt and 
velcro fastening crown�

GG-08000S | Small (2-4 yrs) | $39.90

GG-08000M | Medium (4-6 yrs) | $39.90

Wizard
“A wizard is never late, nor is he 
early, he arrives precisely when 
he means to”�  This costomer has 
a lovely satin cape with silver 
contrasting star and moon printing 
and matching hat� 

GG-11900S | Small (2-4 yrs) | $39.90

GG-11900M | Medium (4-6 yrs) | $39.90

N
EW

!

N
EW

!

Medic Vest
Padded vest with printed detail and 
velcro fastening at the side which 
allows one vest to fit multiple sizes�

GG-06000S | Small (2-4 yrs) | $19.90

GG-06000M | Medium (4-6 yrs) | $19.90

N
EW

!

Clown
Entertain a crowd with this hand 
printed jump suit with pom poms 
and a large satin collar and bow�

GG-01600S | Small (2-4 yrs) | $47.90

GG-01600M | Medium (4-6 yrs) | $47.90

N
EW

!
Dragon Cape

“Come not between a dragon, and 
his wrath”�  This sequin hooded cape 
with padded satin spikes has elastic 
finger holes�

GG-02000S | Small (2-4 yrs) | $46.90

GG-02000M | Medium (4-6 yrs) | $46.90 

N
EW

!

Bat Cape
Help defend Gotham with this 
masked and printed cape with 
finger attachments�

GG-00400S | Small (2-4 yrs) | $21.50

GG-00400M | Medium (4-6 yrs) | $21.50

N
EW

!
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Fireman
Calling all Firemen!  This great cosutme 
has a velco fastening shirt style top with 
matching elastic waist pants � 

GG-03500S | Small (2-4 yrs) | $34.90

GG-03500M | Medium (4-6 yrs) | $34.90

Fun Fairy
Ideal for concerts or performances!  The dress has a 
rainbow coloured tulle skirt complete with bells and 
tulle flower detail in bodice� The side fastening ties 
allow the dress to fit multiple sizes or easily slip on over 
clothes�

GG-04000S | Small (2-4 yrs) | $39.90

GG-04000M | Medium (4-6 yrs) | $39.90

Fairy Skirts
Layered two toned tulle skirt with 
small sequin detailing and an 
elasticated satin waistband allowing 
one skirt to fit multiple sizes�

GG-02700C | Cerise | $27.90

GG-02700T | Turquoise | $27.90

Tutu Skirts
A firm favourite with budding ballerinas! Under 
pant bottom with layered tulle skirt and contrast 
edging with sequin detailing�

GG-11500TS | Turquoise - Small (2-4 yrs) | $30.90

GG-11500TM | Turquoise - Medium (4-6 yrs) | $30.90 

GG-11500MS | Mauve - Small (2-4 yrs) | $30.90

GG-11500MM | Mauve - Medium (4-6 yrs) | $30.90

Fireman Vest
Padded vest with printed detail and 
velcro fastening at the side which 
allows one vest to fit multiple sizes�

GG-03600S | Small (2-4 yrs) | $19.90

GG-03600M | Medium (4-6 yrs) | $19.90

Police Vest & Cap
Padded vest with printed detail and 
velcro fastening at the side which 
allows one vest to fit multiple sizes� 
Cap included�

GG-07800S | Small (2-4 yrs) | $28.90

GG-07800M | Medium (4-6 yrs) | $28.90

N
EW

!

N
EW

!
N

EW
!

N
EW

!
N
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N
EW

!

Prices exclude GST
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Fairy Dresses

Beautifully designed satin and talle 
fairydresses with small stiff tulle wings on 
back have elasticated bodices that allows for 
different figure shapes�

GG-06200PUS | Purple - Small (2-4 yrs) | $34.90

GG-06200PUM | Purple - Medium (4-6 yrs) | $34.90

GG-06200PIS | Pink - Small (2-4 yrs) | $34.90

GG-06200PIM | Pink - Medium (4-6 yrs) | $34.90

N
EW

!

Clothes Stand
This wooden dressing unit provides storage for  
hats and shoes and a hanging area for dress-up 
clothes�  The full size mirror allows for children  
to view themselves�        
Size 130 x 75 x 45cm | Assembly required 

ED-9114 | $435.50

N
EW

!

Top This! Costume Hats
Five cool hats fill this sturdy costume chest, each 
durably constructed to inspire years of creative play� 
Use them to cap off a costume or inspire a whole new 
character! There are limitless possibilities with five 
exciting styles, including a pirate hat, crown, cowboy 
hat, fire chief’s helmet and rocker fedora� Built to last 
for playrooms, classrooms and imaginations of any 
size! 
Ages 3 to 6 | 5 hats

MD-8526 | $45.90

N
EW

!
Doctor Costume Set

The doctor is in and dressed for success!  Every budding 
physician wants to look the part and this customisable 
doctor’s coat and child-friendly stethoscope provide 
the perfect dose of imaginative play fun�  Coat is easy 
to take on/off with two oversized snaps and fits most 
children ages 3-6�  Includes a write-and-wipe name tag 
for personalisation� 
Ages 3-6  

LER-9057 | $34.90  Available April

N
EW

!

Doctor Set
Features enough medical tools for the whole junior 
surgical staff to operate! Made from sturdy plastic, 
this set features a battery operated stethoscope and 
realistic sounding cell phone� Includes stethoscope, 
cell phone, forceps, 2 bandages, eyeglasses, name 
tag, scalpel, thermometer, tweezers, syringe, blood 
pressure cuff, scissors, reflex hammer, bedpan, ear 
scope and dental mirror in a plastic carry case� 
Ages 3+ | 18 pieces 

LER-9048 | $64.90

N
EW

!

1.3m 
high!
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BlueRed Red RedBlue Blue

Koru NZ Cape
Made from black satin fabric with an 
elastic neck loop� 
Length 60cm 

GG-00801 | $25.90

New Zealand Bird Wings
Made from painted polyester fabric�  Attach using arm and finger loops� 
Wing span 1.04m | $17.90

ALL 
NEW!

GG-00706 | Kea

GG-00702 | Kahu 

GG-00703 | Kakapo 

GG-00705 | Kotare

GG-00701 | Pukeko GG-00704 | Kakariki 

Kapa Haka Tama (boy)
Made from stretch fabric with a 
waistband and includes headband�

GG-04700S | Small (2-4 years)-red  | $34.90

GG-04700M | Med (4-6 years)-red  | $34.90 

GG-04700L | Large (6-8 years)-red  | $34.90

GG-33003S | Small (2-4 years)-blue | $34.90

GG-33003M | Medium (4-6)-blue | $34.90 

GG-33003L | Large (6-8 years)-blue | $34.90

Korowai (cloak)
Made from calico coloured polyester 
fabric with elastic shoulder straps�   
The cloak has lengths of black wool 
attached to it representing hukahuka�

GG-05200S | Small (2-4 years)-red | $25.90

GG-05200M | Med (4-6 years)-red | $25.90 

GG-05200L | Large (6-8 years)-red | $25.90 

GG-33032S | Small (2-4 years)-blue | $25.90

GG-33032M | Medium (4-6)-blue | $25.90 

GG-33032L | Large (6-8 years)-blue | $25.90

Kapa Haka Kotiro (girl)
Made from stretch fabric with a bodice 
which has velcro fasteners and elastic 
straps� Includes headband� 

GG-04600S | Small (2-4 years)-red  | $46.90

GG-04600M | Med (4-6 years)-red  | $46.90 

GG-04600L | Large (6-8 years)-red  | $46.90

GG-32003S | Small (2-4 years)-blue | $46.90

GG-32003M | Medium (4-6)-blue | $46.90 

GG-32003L | Large (6-8 years)-blue | $46.90

Prices exclude GST
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We’ll hand it to you; these playful puppets are perfect pretend play 
pals! Ideal for children and caregivers to role-play together! Act 
out a scene or use separately for simple puppet play� Either way, 
they are great for developing motor skills, hand-eye coordination, 
communication skills, self-confidence and so much more!  
Ages 3+

N
EW

!
Hand Puppets

ED-40084  Chicken | $13.90 ED-40085  Pig | $13.90 ED-40094  Duck | $13.90 ED-40095  Horse | $13.90

ED-40096  Sheep | $13.90 ED-40097  Cow | $13.90 ED-40080  Dog | $13.90 ED-40255  Spider | $13.90

ED-40081  Cat | $13.90

ED-40262  Monkey | $13.90

ED-40093  Rabbit | $13.90

ED-40260  Lion | $13.90

ED-40257  Turtle | $13.90

ED-40259  Crocodile | $13.90

ED-40250  Hedgehog | $13.90

ED-40263  Tiger | $13.90

ED-40030  Mouse | $13.90 ED-40277  Frog | $13.90 ED-40103  Giraffe | $13.90ED-40039  Elephant | $13.90
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Jumbo Insects
Realistically detailed insects (fly, ant, bee, ladybug, 
grasshopper, butterfly and dragonfly) invite imaginative 
play and are perfect for encouraging oral language and 
vocabulary development� Durable plastic animals are sized 
just right for small hands and can be wiped clean� Each set 
also includes an Activity Guide�  
Ages 3+ | Set of 7 | Largest insect (butterfly) measures 20 x 13cm

LER-0789 | $49.90

Jumbo Farm Animals
Realistically detailed farm animals (horse, pig, cow, goat, 
sheep, rooster and goose) invite imaginative play and are 
perfect for encouraging oral language and vocabulary 
development�  Durable plastic animals are sized perfectly for 
small hands and can be wiped clean� Each set also includes 
an Activity Guide� 
Ages 2+ | Set of 7 | Largest animal (horse) measures 25 x 19cm

LER-0694 | $49.90

Jumbo Jungle Animals
Realistically detailed jungle animals (lion, tiger, gorilla, 
elephant and giraffe) invite imaginative play and are 
perfect for encouraging oral language and vocabulary 
development� Durable plastic animals are sized just right for 
small hands and can be wiped clean� Each set also includes 
an Activity Guide�  
Ages 2+ |  Set of 5 | Largest animal (giraffe) measures 20 x 38cm

LER-0693 | $49.90

Jumbo Dinosaurs
Realistically detailed dinosaurs (tyrannosaurus rex, 
brontosaurus, stegosaurus, triceratops and raptor) invite 
imaginative play and are perfect for encouraging oral 
language and vocabulary development� Durable plastic 
animals are sized just right for small hands and can be wiped 
clean� Each set also includes an Activity Guide�  
Ages 2+ | Set of 5 | Largest dinosaur measures 25 x 24cm

LER-0786 | $49.90

Farm Animal Counters
Count on fun on the farm with these adorable, 
colourful animals�  Friendly, farm favourites provide 
an engaging way for kids to develop number and 
quantity relationships, patterning, counting and 
sorting skills�  Set of 60 realistically detailed animals 
include 6 each of 10 farm animals that come with 
their own convenient storage bucket�       
Ages 3+ | Set of 60 | Horse measures 5 x 5cm

LER-0810 | $42.90  Available April

N
EW

!

Play Animals

Prices exclude GST
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MD-4881  Jenna Doll | $46.90MD-4912  Mariana Doll | $46.90 MD-4915  Gabrielle Doll | $46.90

Realistic Newborn Dolls - 35cm
Children will love these adorable dolls with soft, cuddly bodies�  They have moulded plastic hair and removable 
smocked outfits and matching caps�  Their eyes open and close, and they can suck their thumbs or pacifier (included)� 
The arms and legs can also be wiped clean�  
30.5cm (L)

Soft Maori Dolls
Soft bodied Maori Dolls are great for general play 
and handy when learning body parts� 
40cm (H)

AI-0481  Girl | $11.90

AI-0498  Boy | $11.90

N
EW

!
Dolls & Accessories

Happy Babies
Sweet little pocket-size multi-cultural babies for a 
dollhouse family� Suggest your child throw a mini baby 
shower or homecoming for the baby and mum and 
invite all doll figures� Inquire about the baby’s name and 
temperament� Encourage role play and storytelling as you 
observe your child playing�  Dolls have plastic heads and 
fabric bodies� 
Ages 3+ | 12 pieces | Size 6cm

HA-E3510 | $42.90

N
EW

!

Happy Family - Caucasian
Grandpa, grandma, mum, dad, sister and brother 
make up this family� Who lives in your house? 
Ages 3+ | 6 pieces | Adults 11cm (H), Children 9cm (H)

HA-E3500 | $27.90N
EW

!

N
EW

!
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Rock-A-Bye Baby Cradle
Rock “dolly” to sleep in this sturdy cradle� Made 
from durable, smooth sanded wood, this cradle 
sits on a rounded base to aid rocking� 
Ages 3+ | Size 48cm (L) x 34cm (W) x 25cm (H) 
Assembly required

HA-E3601 | $72.90

N
EW

!

Baby Stroller
This classic stroller lets your child take “dolly” for a 
walk around the block…or all through the house� 
Encourages imitative and imaginary play and promotes 
fantasy story telling, role playing and creativity� 
Ages 3+ | Size 45cm (L) x 33cm (W) x 51cm (H)  
Assembly required

HA-E3603 | $72.90

N
EW

!

Deluxe Stroller
Made with a solid beech wood frame, red and white 
stripped linen, solid plastic wheels and extra-large 
rubber tyres for grip�      
Ages 3+ | Push bar height 56cm | Assembly required 

ED-522459 | $94.50

N
EW

!

Deluxe Dolls Rocking Cradle
Gently rock the baby dolls to sleep in this 
beautifully detailed wooden rocking cradle� 
Ages 3+ | Size 49 x 60 x 34cm | Assembly required 

ED-86270 | $364.50N
EW

!

All Season Furnished Doll 
House

There are as many ways to play 
with this house as there are 
families in the world�  Six rooms , 
moveable stairs and a reversible 
winter/summer-themed, solar-
paneled roof inspire year-round 
activities�  
Ages 3+ | 13 pieces | Size 60cm (L) 
x 30cm (D) x 74cm (H) | Assembly 
required 

HA-E3401 | $245.90

N
EW

!

Furnished!

Prices exclude GST
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New Sprouts Breakfast Basket
Start the day with healthy breakfast play! Freshly 
designed breakfast foods are made of soft, durable 
plastic, perfect for hungry little sprouts� Includes egg, 
glass of juice, cinnamon roll, banana, 2 strawberries, 1 
purple berry cluster, mini bagel, 2 pancakes, cereal in 
bowl, yoghurt, melon slice and 2 slices of bread� 
Ages 2+ | 16 pieces stored in a colourful oval basket | Basket 
measures 22cm (L) x 18m (W) x 10cm (H)

LER-9730 | $42.90

N
EW

!

New Sprouts Lunch Basket
What’s for lunch? Delicious, healthy lunch items feature a 
contemporary design and are made of durable, rubberised 
plastic! Includes a glass of milk, juice box, soup in bowl, 3 
mini pretzels, mandarin, lettuce slice, tomato slice, 2 slices 
of bread, cheese slice, salami slice, swiss cheese slice, biscuit 
and 2 apple slices� 
Ages 2+ | 18 pieces stored in a colourful oval basket | Basket 
measures 22cm (L) x 18m (W) x 10cm (H)

LER-9731 | $42.90

N
EW

!

New Sprouts Dinner Basket
It’s dinner time! Mouth-watering, healthy dinner 
foods are made of soft, durable plastic and sport a 
contemporary look! Includes a glass of milk, steak, 
grilled chicken breast, asparagus bundle, baked potato, 
broccoli, corn, empty bowl, 3 lettuce leaves, 2 tomato 
slices, 2 cucumber slices, pineapple ring and ice cream 
sandwich� 
Ages 2+ | 18 pieces stored in colourful oval basket | Basket 
measures 22cm (L) x 18m (W) x 10cm (H)

LER-9732 | $42.90

N
EW

!

New Sprouts Bushel of Veggies
Stock up on freshly designed veggies! Great for early 
dramatic play, builds basic vocabulary and reinforces 
healthy eating� Soft, plastic produce sprouts a sassy, 
contemporary look� Includes corn, cucumber, broccoli, red 
pepper, eggplant, carrot, yellow pepper, asparagus and 
potato�  All stored in a plastic bushel basket�   
Ages 2+ | Basket measures 10 x 14cm

LER-9721 | $24.90

New Sprouts Bushel of Fruit
Fill your basket at the fruit stand! Invite early dramatic 
play, build vocabulary and reinforce good nutrition with 
freshly designed, soft, plastic produce! Includes apple, 
strawberry, lemon, banana, plum, orange, apricot, grapes 
and pear� All stored in a plastic bushel basket�   
Ages 2+ | Basket measures 10 x 14cm

LER-9720 | $24.90

Food & Shop Play
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Cash Register
This cash register is a working solar-powered 
calculator with oversize buttons and big number 
display (NZ money sold separately)�   
Measures 27 (L) x 24 (W) x 14 (H)cm | Ages 4+

LER-2629 | $69.90

Shopping Cart
What should we buy today? Transport whatever fits 
in this pint-size carrier� Encourages imaginative and 
imaginary play; promotes fantasy story telling, role 
playing, and creativity� 
Boosts coordination, 
balance and physical 
strength� 
Ages 3+ | Size 43cm (L) 
x 30cm (W) x 50cm (H)  
Assembly required

HA-E3123 | $87.90

N
EW

!

Deluxe Shopping Cart
Made for durability, this shopping cart has a solid 
wooden frame, basket and tray�  The extra large 
rubber tyres allow for the weight of extra groceries!      
Size 65 x 60 x 30cm | Assembly required 

ED-9203 | $184.90

N
EW

!

New Zealand Money
Provide hands-on learning experience with New Zealand 
currency play money�   
Ages 3+

AI-8412 Play Pack | $3.40
Set includes 20 Coins (10c, 20c, 50c, $1 and $2) and 40 
Notes ($5, $10, $20, $50 and $100)�  

AI-8411 Class Pack | $8.90
Set includes 80 Coins (10c, 20c, 50c, $1 and $2) and 100 
Notes ($5, $10, $20, $50 and $100)�  Fun games are 
included to begin the conversation about how money 
works! 

ATM Bank
Start depositing, withdrawing and saving your 
money!  This electronic ATM bank featuring coin 
recognition and a mechanical note feeder is a fun 
way to keep track of savings and learn valuable 
money skills�  All money is safe in this locked 
bank�  Includes pretend American money and 
ATM card�       
Ages 3+ | ATM measures 25cm (H) x 20cm (W)

LER-2625 | $64.90  Available April

N
EW

!

Prices exclude GST
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Pro Chef Set
Get cooking with top-chef gear designed to look like the 
real thing! Encourage imaginative play and build fine motor 
skills�  Set includes deluxe stock pot, saucepan, 2 lids, skillet, 
spatula, wooden spoon, oven mitt, play food (chicken leg, 
carrot, corncob and fried egg) and write & wipe activity guide�  
Everything wipes clean with a damp cloth� 
Ages 3+ | Largest pot measures 14 x 7cm

LER-9082 | $34.90  Available April

N
EW

!

Gourmet Kitchen Starter Set
No kitchen is complete without these basic foods and 
utensils� Encourage imaginary play, story telling, role 
playing and creativity with this durable wooden set�  
Ages 3+ | 13 pieces

HA-E3103 | $48.90

N
EW

!

Pop Up Toaster
Making toast is easy with this double-slice 
toaster� A pat of butter and a dab of honey to 
finish the job! Encourage imaginary play, story 
telling, role playing and creativity with this 
durable wooden set�   
Ages 3+ | 10 pieces

HA-E3105 | $32.90

N
EW

!

Chef’s Apron Set
Everything tastes better when you’ve got 
the right accessories! Encourages imitative 
and imaginary play; promotes fantasy story 
telling, role playing and creativity�  
Ages 3+ | 3 pieces

HA-E3119 | $23.90

N
EW

!

Kitchen Play

Kitchen Set
Kids will love to set up their kitchen with this 
super-sized assortment featuring colourful pots, 
pans, cups, bowls, dishes, utensils, tea pot, strainer, 
pitcher, cookie cutters, roller, juicer, dish pan and 
more� Includes more than 73 durable plastic pieces 
to provide hours of cooking fun� Comes with a 
large carrying box for easy storage� 
Ages 3+ | 73 pieces

LER-9157 | $84.50

N
EW

!
73  

pieces!
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All prices are exclusive of GST.

Deluxe Kitchen
Here is a little chef’s dream kitchen, with 
room to prepare, cook, clean and create� 
This sturdy, durable wooden kitchen 
includes a stove, refrigerator/freezer, oven, 
microwave with turntable and sink� Bright, 
colourful graphics and easy assembly make 
this an appealing play kitchen for the home 
or classroom! Accessories not included� 
Ages 3+ | Size 1.04m (H) x 1.07m (W) x 43cm (D) 
Assembly required 

MD-2607 | $434.50

N
EW

!

Gourmet Kitchen
An all-in-one wooden kitchen inspires mini chefs to cook 
everywhere and everything� Made from durable wood and 
made to last� Encourages imitative and imaginary play; 
promotes fantasy story telling, role playing and creativity�  
Ages 3+ | Size 71cm (H) x 55cm (W) x 32cm (D) |  Assembly required

HA-E3100 | $184.90

N
EW

!

Coffee Maker
Perk up imaginary play 
with this single-serve 
coffee maker� Do you 
take milk or sugar? Made 
from sturdy durable 
wood, this coffer make 
looks like the real thing!  
Ages 3+ | 6 pieces 
Size 20cm (H)

HA-E3106 | $42.90

N
EW

!

Gourmet Fridge
Very cool: a waist-
high switch and 
reusable ice cubes 
make this refrigerator 
a chefs dream! 
Made of durable 
wood and made to 
last!  The doors open 
independently�  
Ages 3+ | Size 74cm (H) 
x 36cm (W) x 30cm (D) 
Assembly required

HA-E3102 | $186.90

N
EW

!

Deluxe Kitchen Unit
This wooden kitchen unit contains everything 
you need for pretend play!  Featuring 4 
black hot plates and cooker controls, oven, 
microwave and a sink�  The cabinets are 
equipped with safety hinges which have built-
in shock absorbers�      
Size 73 x 37 x 101cm | Assembly required 

ED-9417 | $739.90

N
EW

!

Prices exclude GST
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Ironing Board
Ironing is never a chore with this 
beautifully designed collapsible wooden 
ironing board!  Strong and stable, it’s the 
perfect height for children�       
Size 80 x 20cm | Assembly required 

ED-91115 | $114.50

N
EW

!

Iron
Use in conjunction with the Wooden 
Ironing Board�      
Size 13.5cm x 9cm | Assembly required 

ED-9116 | $16.90N
EW

!

Brooms
These brooms are perfectly suited for intensive use!    

ED-522061AB  Cocobroom (outdoors) | Handle length 70cm | $24.90

ED-522062AB  Room Broom (indoors) | Handle length 70cm | $24.90

ED-522064  Hand Brush | Size 7 x 20cm | $8.90

N
EW

!

Broom Stand
A space-saving design using solid varnished beech wood�  
Space for 6 brooms, 2 brushes and 2 dustpans�  Accessories 
sold separately�     
Size 55cm (H) | Assembly required 

ED-522472 | $104.90

N
EW

!

Cocobroom Room Broom

Hand Brush

Clothes Airer
Sturdy wooden clothes airer with foldaway legs�  
Clothes not included�    
Size 55 x 33 x 68cm | Assembly required 

ED-522478 | $68.90N
EW

!
Housekeeping

Clothes Stand
This wooden dressing unit provides storage for hats 
and shoes and  a hanging area for dress-up clothes�  
The full size mirror allows for children to view 
themselves�        
Size 130 x 75 x 45cm | Assembly required 

ED-9114 | $435.50

N
EW

!
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Unit Blocks on Wheels
The bright colours on these 36 wooden 
blocks will inspire lots of creative stacking 
and building� All the blocks fit neatly into a 
sturdy wooden pull-along cart! Unit blocks 
are the ideal way to introduce the concept 
of part to whole� 
Ages 2 to 4

MD-4209 | $45.90

N
EW

!
Standard Unit Blocks

With blocks, the possibilities are endless! 
These beautifully crafted traditional 
blocks are ideal for stacking, building 
and hands-on creative learning� Sixty 
natural-finish, smooth-sanded hardwood 
unit building blocks are packaged in 
a handsome wooden crate for easy 
storage� Ideal for building, balancing 
and hands-on early-maths learning, these 
traditional unit blocks are great value! 
Ages 3 to 8 | 60 blocks

MD-0503 | $109.90

N
EW

!

Architectural Unit Blocks
Design an architectural masterpiece with this set 
of forty-four hand-scrolled and turned wooden 
blocks in eleven different shapes� This natural finish, 
smooth-sanded hardwood block set is packaged in a 
handsome, wooden storage crate for easy storage� 
Great value! 
Ages 3 to 8 | 44 blocks

MD-4201 | $135.90

N
EW

!

Block Play & Vehicles

Prices exclude GST
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Mental Blox Critical Building Game
Put on your critical-thinking caps and fire up strategic problem solving skills! Recreate a hidden arrangement or listen 
to verbal instructions� These endlessly enjoyable blocks mean brain-boosting business! The activity cards provide 
children with examples of what to build and children can recreate what is on the card or give verbal instructions to a 
partner or a group� Play in teams or with the whole class�  Activity guide included� 
Ages 5+ | 20 chunky plastic blocks & 20 activity cards | Blocks measure 5cm | One or more players

LER-9280 | $48.90

N
EW

!
Mental Blox 3-D Building Game

Get ready for some puzzle solving fun!  This  
brain-boosting, make-you-think, point-of-view game 
challenges players to build 3-D puzzles from  
different visual perspectives�  Forty double-sided  
cards feature the puzzle on the front and the  
solution on the back�  With three levels of play,  
this puzzle game is a sure way to sharpen  
spatial visualisation, critical thinking and  
problem solving skills�  Activity guide  
included� 
Ages 5+ | 15 colourful blocks | Largest piece  
measures 11.4cm | One or more players

LER-9284 | $48.90

N
EW

!

40  
double  
sided 

cards!
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Wooden Railway Set

This amazing wooden railway set includes everything needed for 
budding train enthusiasts: a spacious roundhouse engine shed, 
dozens of track pieces in curves and straights, trees, workers, 
traffic signs; multi-piece trains; magnetic-tipped cranes; switches 
and a T-junction for changing course; suspension bridge, trestle 
bridge and roundtable too! With more than 130 pieces, it’s a 
tremendous value! Mix and match with other train sets - it’s 
compatible with all popular wooden railway systems� 
Ages 3+

MD-0701 | $245.90

N
EW

!

Stacking Vehicles 
Be ready for anything with this set of three chunky wooden 
vehicles� Each vehicle has a freewheeling base and is 
constructed of solid wood stacking parts� The fun is endless - 
they can be taken apart and rebuilt again and again! 
Ages 3 to 6 | 3 vehicles

MD-3075  Emergency Vehicles | $44.90

MD-3076  Construction Vehicles | $44.90

N
EW

!

Big Garage
This large garage has many 
features kids love including a car 
lift, ramp, parking deck, petrol 
pumps and a repair shop�     
Size 77 x 50 x 47cm | Assembly 
required 

ED-523005 | $214.50

N
EW

!

Stacking Train 
Load up the train with bright, colourful 
shapes and get learning off to a rolling 
start! The 15 easy-to-grasp wooden blocks 
slot onto rods on the flatcars, providing a 
great opportunity to practice fine motor 
skills� The blocks can be used for stacking, 
building and sorting, and the smooth-
rolling train cars detach to shorten the 
train or let children play with the cars 
individually� 
Ages 2 to 4 | 46cm (L)

MD-0572 | $36.90

N
EW

!
MD-3076  

MD-3075  

130  
pieces!

Prices exclude GST


